tude of the west'erlies between Sept'ember 9 and 12 ( fig. 3) . The latter circumstance occurred in consonance with retrogression of the blocking anticyclone from near the United Kingdom to a position south of Iceland during this period. As a result the depressed westerlies in t'he eastern Atlantic swept hurricane Flora rapidly nort'heastward.
Hurricane Gracie, on the other hand, had its inceptioll in the ascendant' phase of t'he index. Thus the westerlies were increasing their latitudinal separation from the storm, and it drifted slowly n0rthwest)war.d. Around the time of t,he index maximum, from the 25th to the 27th, thc hurricane wallowed indecisively while blocked by a High which moved eastward across New England.
The hurricane resumed its nort,hwest#ward course toward t'he coast on the 27th as the High center moved east of the storm's meridian. This was also about the t,irne hurricane Hannah put in its appearance about 1400 miles farther east'. Between October 1 and 2 both Gracie (now an ext'ratropical Low), and hurricane Hannah recurved sharply eastward as the index dropped below the normal.
Thus it' appears that the Atlarlt,ic hurricanes this mont'h were spawned when the speed of the temperat'e west'erlies (and the subtropical easterlies) was above normal, at' which time westward motmion prevailed. When the zonal index declined below the normal, eastward motion and/or recurvature to eastward occurred.
PACIFIC
In the North Pacific, 12 tropical cyclones were observed this September. In the eastern Pacific, two hurricanes developed off the west coast of Mexico, and one t'ropical storm occurred east of Hawaii. The first eastern Pacific hurricane ( fig. 8 In addition to typhoon Patsy in the central Pacific, and typhoon Louise which developed late in August but hit Formosa early in September, two other severe typhoons. wreaked widespread destruction in the Far East. These were tJ-phoon Sarah and typhoon Vera, whose tracks are shown in figure 8 .
Typhoon Sarah, first detected on September 11, reached typhoon intensit'y on the 12th, passed over the Ryukyus, on tBhe 15th, and swept, across southern Korea into the Sea of Japan. Winds well over 100 knots brought considerable destruction to Korea and southern Japan, and heavy casualties in the fishing fleets.
About, 10 days later typhoon Vera, a monstrous storm in both size and intensit'y, aft'er originating near the Marianas, moved nort'hwestward and then northward along the 135 In the dropsonde observation the 700-mb. height was .det'ermined by using the pressure and radio altimet'crs aboard the aircraft, and the 850-mb. height and sea level pressure were computed using the temperature and humidity data measured a t flight level by the aircraft inst,ruments and at levels below the aircraft by the dropsonde instrument. The sounding under considerat'ion was found to be hydrostatically consistent and the vert'ical temperature distribution is realistic, in view of t'hose found in other deep typhoons [ 3 ] .
The sea level pressure is relatively insensitive to small temperature errors since a relatively thin layer is involved. In fact, an error of 5' C. a t all levels would change the sea level pressure less than 4 mb. in the present case. The most likely source of major error in cases of this type is in the aircraft altimetry which provides the beginning point in the pressure-height computation. Errors of this type t'end to be systematic for a given aircraft and flight', but are normally small on t'he reconnaissance aircraft since calibration checks are made as a routine part of each flight. In the case in question, the 700-mb. heights rcport'ed in the vicinity of Guam are consistent wit'h those given by radiosonde observat'ions. Any systematic error would undoubtedly have been less than 80 ft. which would correspond to sea level pressure errors less than 3 mb.
Perhaps the strongest supporting evidence of the relia- In the case of typhoon Ida of 1958, the maximum reported 700-mb. wind speed was 185 kt. On September 23-24 at the times of t'he extremely low central pressures, typhoon-force winds were reported bot'h at the surface and 700-mb. levels at distances as great as 275 miles from the storm center.
